
THE CARING GARDENERS  

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY:  
This is a group activity in which children learn, explore, sing, play and 
experience the concept of the role of a human in growing and 
harvesting in the garden. This is achieved through a presentation, 
commentary and practical realization of the full range of activities that 
man carries out in order to grow a delicious and abundant harvest - 
planning, preparation, planting, watering, plant care, harvesting and 
sharing the fruits of our work.  

MAIN THEME: ACTIVITIES IN THE GARDEN 



 

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY:  
Children learn the names of the main tools and materials we use in the 
garden - shovel, hoe, rake, can, bucket, planter, seed, seedlings, etc., as 
well as the basic safety rules. Children become aware of the logical 
sequence of all activities in the garden - preparing and planting in the 
spring, planting in the summer, harvesting in the autumn, winterizing the 
garden in winter.  
Within the scope of the activity, children are given the opportunity to 
connect the folklore songs, dances and traditions with the specific 
occasions for their reproduction. Throughout the activity, children learn 
much more, than just purely horticultural knowledge and skills, they learn 
spontaneously to work together, to communicate, to exchange ideas and 
to help coordinate activities with each others.  



TARGET AUDIENCE: 12 children aged 4-5 years         	

TEACHERS INVOLVED: No. 1 

WORKSHOP DURATION: 
60 minutes for preparing the activity 
40 minutes for the activity with the pupils 

OBJECTIVES: 
The purpose of the activity is to familiarize the children 
theoretically and practically with all the basic care activities, 
tools and approaches that one puts in the garden during the 
whole season.  



	
OBJECTIVES: 

Within this activity, children will: 
 
-  learn about the main activities that one performs in the garden to 
achieve a delicious and abundant crop; 
-  have a real practical experience in the garden in which they will 
participate in the implementation of different types of activities, 
movements and responsibilities related to the care of the garden; 
-  learn the basic practices and responsibilities of man in the garden; 
-  sing and play songs and dances related to the local cultural and ritual 
tradition; 
-   practice teamwork skills, coordination and effective communication 
with others, instructional skills and task planning; 
-   absorb new terms: different kinds of care we put, the names of the 
tools; 
-   link the classroom theory with the meaning of real activities in the 
garden. 



METHODS: 
A brief introduction and presentation by the teacher. 
Theoretical preparation by observing and commenting on visual 
materials on educational boards mounted directly in the garden. 
Discussion and planning of the activities in the garden and their 
consistency. 
Handling and practicing garden activities, hand work - cleaning leaves, 
nettles and pebbles, removing snails if any, digging or loosening the 
beds, enriching with compost and coconut fibers, planting onions and 
garlic, watering and putting up name-plates for the planted crops. 
Drama, songs and dances related to the folk tradition of fertility and 
abundance. 



PREREQUISITES: 
The work can be held indoors in the classroom, or outdoors in the 
garden in nice weather. 
The work can also be carried out in an inclusive group of differently-
abled children with the support of their of personal assistants and/or 
resource teachers, if needed. 



Quantities  Materials  Notes  
2 Posters with pictures - plants 

life-cycle and garden activities  
2 posters that show pictures and 
schemes of plants at different 
stages of the life cycle, as well as 
pictures of different garden tools, 
pictures of people doing various 
activities in the garden - digging, 
planting, watering, weeding, 
harvesting  



Quantities  Materials  Notes  
Gardening tools 
& materials  

A collection of the basic 
garden tools - for work and for 
learning their names and their 
mode of application: 
•  Small garden tools 
•  Rakes 
•  Rowels 
•  Shovel 
•  Mattock 
•  Bucket 
•  Bud planter 
•  Gardening gloves 
•  Hummus 
•  Coconut fiber 
•  Compost 
•  Cradles and nets for 

climbing plants. 

https://7esl.com/gardening-tools-
vocabulary/ 
  
https://7esl.com/tools-and-
equipment/
#Gardening_Tools_Vocabulary 



Quantities  Materials  Notes  
Visual material for the proper 
and safe use of tools  

Pictures or graphs showing which 
tool is used for digging, leveling, 
planting or watering.  

Bulbs  Onions and garlic for planting - 
enough to have 2-3 onions for each 
child  

Tags  Tags with pictures and plant names 
to be planted.  



HOW TO CONDUCT THE ACTIVITY  

The teacher presents himself/herself by name, introduces the team of 
assistants, informs the children, where they are at the moment, what the 
purpose of the activity is and what they will learn during this activity. 
Then they list the rules of the activity - we listen, keep silence, everyone 
has the right to participate, everyone will learn something new, do not 
interrupt, listen, do not stay away from the group, etc. 
We inform the children that we will be working on the topic of how we 
care for the garden today. 
The teacher asks questions to identify the cognitive level and capacity 
of children, how familiar they are to the garden caring concept, what 
they know, and what their readiness to engage is.  

PHASE 1 - GETTING STARTED: (Time: 10 minutes) 
 



The teacher makes a brief presentation of the topic and they all examine 
the educational posters together with pictures of the main stages of plant 
and garden development and the main activities that one performs to 
cultivate abundant and delicious crops - soil preparation, planting, 
mulching, weeding, caring for plants, harvesting. 

PHASE 2 - DEVELOPMENT: (Time: 40 minutes) 



The teacher sets out a common task - working out a plan to act in the 
garden to grow a delicious harvest. All children give ideas and 
suggestions. The teacher draws all the ideas on the board and arranges 
them together in logical order and time and seasons. 
The teacher asks the children whether they know what tools they will 
work in the garden. The children list the familiar tools and materials. 
Together they see if they have everything they need to work. The teacher 
introduces the rules for the safe use of dangerous instruments - the 
children repeat the names and demonstrate the correct behavior and use 
of the tools.  

PHASE 2 - DEVELOPMENT: (Time: 40 minutes) 



Practicing the preparation of the new season - clearing the paths, fixing 
the fencing, loosening and digging the soil, removing pebbles and pine 
nettles from the beds, adding and mixing compost and humus in the 
beds, moving the snails from the beds with strawberries and others. 
Children work together or individually, but they all collaborate with each 
other, help each other, pass their tools or wait patiently for their use. 
During the work, the teacher puts out guidance questions and gives 
instructions, makes a demonstration of each activity by carefully and 
clearly repeating the name of each instrument or material that is being 
used, and also which specific activity children are doing - digging, 
cleaning, drilling, sowing, weeding, etc. 

PHASE 2 - DEVELOPMENT: (Time: 40 minutes) 



In the prepared beds, the children plant and water onions and garlic - as 
according to the local tradition these are the first plants to be sown in 
the middle of March, as they are considered an auspicious  start foro an 
abundant and healthy harvest. Children carefully put previously 
prepared signboards/name plates that indicate which plants are 
planted. 
  
Upon completion of the work, the teacher invites the children to recall 
the local tradition and to sing while they are planting. Together they 
sing a ritual song about the fertility and abundance that the children 
have learned beforehand. 

PHASE 2 - DEVELOPMENT: (Time: 40 minutes) 



In the final phase of the activity, the children leave the garden area, wash 
their hands if necessary and sit at the work tables near the garden. 
Depending on the capacity of the group and the remaining time, the 
lecturer can apply two different techniques to assess and summarize the 
experience: 
  
    Option 1 (short for younger children): Leaders ask questions - what 
they did in the garden, why they did, what tools they worked for, what 
the purpose of those actions was, what they liked the most. Through 
heuristic questions, the teacher encourages children to take stock of what 
they have learned. 
  
   Option 2: (it takes more time and is for older children) - each child 
receives a sheet of paper with a picture test for the main activities in the 
garden, as well as an opportunity to color, write, comment and decorate 
the picture.  

PHASE 3- CONCLUSION AND EVALUATION (time: 10 minutes)  













Creation of a template for teachers, aiming to understand the learning 
results of the workshop. 
 
Learning objective: the child are familiar and understand the main 
activities carried out by men in the garden, as well as their sequence. 

EVALUATION OF THE LEARNING RESULTS 



https://7esl.com/gardening-tools-vocabulary/ 
  
https://7esl.com/tools-and-equipment/#Gardening_Tools_Vocabulary  

TEACHING TOOLS AND AIDS 



Safety measures: 
 
Special precautions should be observed when working with garden 
tools. Children must be familiar with the rules for safe use in advance.  

NOTES 


